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International news & information of the fischer group

Hydroforming in new dimensions
12,000-tonne-press opens up a wide range of possibilities

fischer Rohrtechnik:
Laser welding and cutting
in 3D

fischer group:
Constructive ideas for
higher productivity

fischer Mexicana:
Third hydroforming press
for Central America
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Founder and Chairman of the fischer group

Hans Fischer

Yours sincerely,

Secure and expand core competencies, and
develop new abilities. This is how you could describe the current developments of the fischer
group. In tube manufacturing and further processing, the fischer group shows that the progress
continues even after more than 40 years. Thereby, increasingly complex assemblies are being
manufactured. We report in detail about the
new dimension of hydroforming in the fluid title
story. At the same time, we consequently transfer our know-how, which we have acquired over
decades, to our international subsidiaries.

Dear Business Partners,
Dear Colleagues,

Hans-Peter Fischer

Yours sincerely,

The result is a veritable fischer competence network with worldwide distribution. This also
opens up ever new possibilities for you. Let us
talk about which of our competencies can provide you with even more benefits. We certainly
have plenty to offer you.

A worldwide network

Now, however, we see the time is ripe to adapt
to larger components and to prepare for further
growth in hydroforming. It is another exciting
chapter in the corporate history of the fischer
group. Write history with us: with hydroforming
in new dimensions.

fischer group, in particular with thin-walled
components for exhaust tracts. Thus, the hydroforming segment within the fischer group has
grown steadily. In other segments of hydroforming this was not the case in the past.
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By the middle of 2014, this will provide space for
hydroforming presses and enough room for new
processing possibilities along the entire process
chain: from perfect longitudinally welded pipes
up to 80mm diameter to bending, hydroforming,
annealing and coating through to rinsing, cutting
and final processing. “We also want to provide

Title Theme
fischer group: 12,000-tonne-press – hydroforming in new dimensions .......... 4

In China we are making steady progress. Now
the next steps are planned, as fischer China
has successfully established itself in both
household appliances as well as in the automotive industry. Owing to specific customer orders, fischer China is building a new production
and storage hall with an area of about 4,000m².

New production and storage hall for the complete process chain

An additional 4,000 m² for the growth market

fischer China
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With the expansion of the hydroforming capacities, the fischer group is preparing for further

Hydroforming – a
forming process on
the rise

been available since mid-December. During the
construction of the new press, the entire press
hall in Menden was also logistically optimized
both for efficient serial production and for the
transportation of larger components.

parts,” says Geißler concluding the development
to the present time. In the 80s and 90s of the last
century there was great enthusiasm regarding
the use of hydroforming technology, particularly in the structural and bodywork sectors.

More rational production
owing to multiple tool usage
also with tubes with greater
insert lengths and larger
diameters, e. g. in the
commercial vehicle sector

Sheet metal forming

Heat engineering components
for apparatus construction

Tubing components
in large format

Automotive structural
components

New possibilities
on the large press

ne-press opens up new possibilities

Optimized use of residual exhaust gas heat for greater

More stringent exhaust gas regulations for internal combustion
engines in automobiles, but also for commercial vehicles, marine
engines, stationary applications (heating technology, cogeneration
plants, stationary engines, etc.), or construction machinery

High demands concerning lightweight construction combined with high
strength properties in the structural area in the automotive industry

‹‹

“We would like to be our customers’ first
point of contact in all standard processes
from tube production to forming, through
to complex assemblies. As an excellent and
high-quality technology, hydroforming is simply a must. That is why we use the technology,
the know-how and our decades of experience – worldwide, wherever required by our
customers,” says a confident and determined
Hans-Peter Fischer.

variants for larger components in series production. The hydroforming specialists can develop rapid product and process innovations in
all areas and put them into series production.
And the fischer group is not only doing this
in Germany but also, in the next step, with the
expansion at the site in Mexico (see page 11)
and with the new installation in Asia. At the
Chinese location a complete process chain is
being built: from tube production to bending,
hydroforming, annealing and coating, through
to rinsing, cutting and final processing.

Trends in the use of hydroforming

Of course, the large press sets the mark. Thus,
the fischer group can also provide all process

Strategic hydroforming orientation
in the fischer group

But in the last few years, the overall market
has again generally developed quicker. Various
trends (see info box) speak for further expansion of hydroforming, even in the traditional
hydroforming segments of the fischer group.“In
the past, we were especially represented in the
segment of 6-cylinder motors and upwards. For
smaller engines the use of hydroforming was
hardly conceivable. That is different today,” explains Sales Manager Burkhard Schmidt. Meanwhile, there are also applications for hydroforming in 4-cylinder engines, which, in connection
with downsizing, characterizes an important
development for fischer Hydroforming.

forming in new dimensions
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Thereby, the fischer specialists have a lot to
contribute: all forming processes, sawing, chipless cutting, hydroforming – and now also 3D
welding and cutting. On the basis of suitable

‹‹

What can become of this collaboration
can be seen in the current example of an
exhaust system component for commercial
vehicles. And this is just one of the many
complex assemblies that are developed at
fischer Rohrtechnik.

Working with economical
efficiency at the location in
Germany

This shows how serious the fischer group is
about continuously developing their range of
services. “We have shown time and again that
it is still possible to manufacture complex components in an economical way at
the location in Germany,” says a
convinced Process Manager Alex
Huber. However, as mentioned
earlier, it is not only the technology that makes this possible. Also,
the qualifications of the employees
and the close and trusting contact
with the customer are of particular importance. “The earlier we
are involved in the development,
the more efficient the solution will
be,” says Alex Huber summarizing
in simple terms. It is decisive that
the course is set correctly at the beginning by first openly discussing
all the technical possibilities and then working
together to find the best solution.

processing, the economic production processes
can then be precisely defined and implemented
together.

functionally enhanced here,” says Frank Schneider,
Production Manager at fischer Rohrtechnik, as
he explains the new opportunities.

and cutting expand the range of services in further processing

be to a complex assembly

In any case, the demands on a modern machine concept for the production of high quality stainless steel tubes are remarkable. Through
the many years’ experience in tube welding, the
machine construction is constantly optimized.
After all, the machines must endure a great
deal in the many years of a three-shift operation. Only a rugged construction made entirely

In the design and construction of tube profiling systems, fischer Edelstahlrohre has
always relied on the imaginative expertise
of its sister company fischer Maschinentechnik. The direct collaboration is one of
the strategic success factors of the fischer
group. Or, as the Production Manager of
fischer Edelstahlrohre, Thomas Gaiser, puts
it: “We rely on fischer Maschinentechnik
because they provide us with the best quality and maximum flexibility with respect
to subsequent customizations and service.
Through the close cooperation, even our
short-term desires can still be included in
the mechanical engineering.”

Owing to decades of specialization and the
experienced assembly team of fischer Maschinentechnik, we were able to consider all the
wishes of the stainless steel tube producers.
“We have mastered each matter to the last detail. This results in the particularly high prod-

The new machine is mainly used to increase the
tube welding capacity in the range of 30 - 80 mm
in diameter, because there is a growing demand
of “larger” diameters in the automotive sector.
The aim was at developing a system exclusively
for automotive parts, mainly components for
exhaust systems. Thereby, the cycle time per
part was also to be significantly reduced. The
clever idea for this: Through the direct integration of a multi-head saw, the finished product
is created “in line”, i. e. in time with the pipe
welding. In order to further reduce downtime,
the improvement of serviceability was also one
of the constructive objectives.

New tube profiling system
for tubes in 30 to 80 mm
diameter
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A new tube profiling system with a powerful multi-head saw

Constructive ideas for higher produ

fischer Maschinentechnik – fischer Edelstahlrohre

ment of the system itself are trimmed for offshore suitability. Thus, the proven fischer stainless steel tubes, with the necessary corrosion
resistance for seawater application, provide the
re-cooling.

The system was also tested through its paces
on a special pivot table. In this way, the fischer
absorption refrigeration units are tested under
realistic conditions. Rolling, pitching and listing on the high seas can all be overcome by the
absorption refrigeration units from fischer eco
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onstruction of the famous research vessel

cools the vessel “Sonne”

ns

emical reaction energy from continually supplied fuel and
thermal power. Methanol or natural gas is typically used
rted into hydrogen in a so-called reforming process. The
cell technology are diverse but can be found particularly
ly of autonomous electrical systems are concerned, such
one base stations.

:

In 2011, the fischer group acquired the majority shares of the company SerEnergy A/S,
based in northern Denmark. The stated goal is
to maintain and develop the research and development of the so-called high-temperature
PEM fuel cells at this location.

German research vessel “Sonne”, which is cur-

The research vessel "Sonne"

‹‹

Contact persons for the field of fuel cells
at fischer eco solutions are the Managing
Director Christian Behrle und Dr. Jochen
Baurmeister. After his studies, Baurmeister, born in 1964 in Kiel, started working in chemical engineering. He has led
several fuel cell projects since 1997. Dr.
Baurmeister has been employed at SerEnergy A/S since the year 2011. There, he is
responsible for transferring the fuel cell
know-how to Achern and for the build-up
of production at fischer eco solutions. In
his function as a member of the Supervisory Board at SerEnergy he acts as a link
between the two companies in Germany
and Denmark.

New contact person:
Dr. Jochen Baurmeister
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fischer Canada’s solar plant is designed for up
to 237 kW DC and is equipped with the latest
technology. A large part of the planning was
used for comparing various plant concepts, in
particular, different inverter technologies. In
the end, decentralized string inverters were
most convincing.

900 panels for 237 kW

fischer Canada at McMurray Road:
The solar power plant will be installed here.

Optimally oriented: This is how fischer Canada harvests solar energy.

This business became possible through the
merger of local building owners. And there
is a joint investment in a large project rather
than organizing several small ones. Thus, the
technical equipment was unified, costs were
reduced and experience was shared.

After more than two years’ preparation,
fischer Canada has secured a 20-year
contract for the sale of solar energy to
the public grid at more than five times
the current electricity price. The contract
was concluded with Ontario Power Authority (OPA). It guarantees remuneration as part
of an intergovernmental agreement for the
promotion of renewable energy and for the
creation of jobs in the province. This is not
only a profitable business, but also documents fischer Canada’s commitment for the
lowest possible environmental pollution. At
the same time, the policy of retreating from
atom and coal power is supported in Ontario.
“An ideal win-win-win situation – for business, politics and the environment,” says
an enthusiastic fischer Canada Managing
Director, Tom Prell.

Working together for more renewable energies
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After an extensive test phase, the Shopware
system has been in productive use since January. It has proved to be very fruitful both in
morning production meetings and for internal competition among machine operators.
Downtimes have been significantly reduced
and the continuous monitoring has led to
eliminating basic mistakes and increasing
total productivity.

In use since January

ent Effectiveness (OEE) in real time.
f finding solutions and making
.
ders of the current inventory management
machine operator’s Person Machine Interface
plementation, and completion.
minimizing production breakdowns and downtimes.

at fischer South Africa:
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Costly collection and analysis of information has been
dispensed with almost completely since current data is
available in real time. Thus,
incidents that require fast
interventions can be rectified
immediately. Recurring problems are solved and the way
is paved for a team-oriented
workplace.

fischer South Africa has
the Shopware system at the
most important bottlenecks
– those places where all subsequent processes are dependent on the results of these machines. A great deal of effort went into taking
into account and integrating everything that
was necessary.

Everything at a glance with the new
management information system

‹‹

The PDCA (Plan Do Check

The Asset Care module lists
all of fischer South Africa’s
machines and forms the basis for a
maintenance management system
that organizes everything – from
changing a light bulb to complete
machine breakdown.

The Yield/Quality module
enables customer-specific
quality standards to be taken
into account in production.

The management information
system (MIS) provides
detailed reporting in graphic
form and enables fast
intervention when necesary.

The Person Machine Interface
(PMI) controls the functioning
of every machine and is
the heart of the system.

These Shopware
modules are in use at
fischer South Africa

“Today everyone can see within two minutes on the LCD monitors on the production
floor just how his or her machine is running
– and has been running for the past seven
days,” Erich Kotzenmacher, Managing Director of fischer South Africa is happy to say. “We
have made a great leap forward with the MIS in
meeting LEAN production requirements and
opening up competitive advantages.”

ss organization era since January 2013

s productivity visible

There is a total of 8 high-end components
that add up to a total number of 1.6 million
parts per year. In order to guarantee the customer this number of parts and to be prepared
for future growth in the hydroforming area in
North America, the fischer group decided to

Immediately, fischer Hydroforming, fischer
Rohrtechnik and the colleagues from fischer
Mexicana committed themselves to this assignment and were able to present a customeroriented solution as quickly as possible. With
success! The fischer group was awarded the contract. “We are underscoring with this our claim
to be a very flexible, global solutions partner for
our customers,” Hans-Peter Fischer, Managing
Director of the fischer group, is happy to say.

Customer satisfaction is not just a word at
the fischer group. The current relocation
of a hydroforming press from Menden to
Mexico is evidence of it – and in record time!
A customer decided in July 2013 to relocate a
project to Mexico from its location in Germany.
The associated hydroforming components that
among others had until then been produced in
Germany were therefore to be manufactured in
Mexico as well.

In order to keep to the tight scheduling, an
existing 1,500 ton press from fischer Hydroforming Menden underwent a radical retrofit,

Fast move with strategic
significance

Hydroforming parts have been manufactured since 2003 at fischer Mexicana. That was
already a significant milesone: Mexico was the
first hydroforming location for the fischer group
outside Germany.

install a third hydroforming press in Mexico.
With this milestone, the position of the Central
American location has once again been considerably strengthened.
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Beginning of July 2013 ............. Project decision from custom
July 19, 2013 ............................. Oral commissioning of the ret
Until mid-December 2013 ........ Overhaul of the press
Starting December 2013 .......... Interim production of the co
End of December 2013 ............. Testing of the press with tools
Until end of April 2014 ............. Shipment, customs clearance,
Subsequently ........................... Beginning of mass productio

Challenging timing

Modernized 1,500 ton machine will be transferred to Central A

Third hydroforming press arrives
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“When we were all very happy to have brought
the Incontel parts into the desired shape, a
special challenge awaited us,” remembers
Thorsten Junge, the Development Manager.
What he meant was the separation technology: how can the high strength material be
processed economically? In the end there
were different technologies
that,
depending on

Fresh challenges

‹‹

“That was a nice challenge for us, for which
we are very grateful to our customer. We are
also a little proud of the great collaboration
of different specialists with the materials researchers at the University of Siegen. That
simply shows you what the company culture
is made of,” Dr. Stefan Geißler is pleased to
say about the joint success.

After all the practical hurdles were cleared,
the new material and associated process could
be integrated into quotes and projections. The
customer’s first series projects could begin!

the component, made it to the top: both sawing as well as laser and power cutting are used
in mass production.

Tool design

Hydroforming component
development/design

Mass production

Tool construction

FEM simulation

ZSB/Assembly production

Feasibility study

Step by step – from idea to mass production

In principle, it is a matter of producing a
double-walled stainless steel pipe with vacuum insulation. Besides developing and maintaining a stable high vacuum, the big challenges are mechanical stresses, for example during
pressure changes. The first trials under laboratory conditions with the development partner
alvatec were promising and confirmed
the high-vacuum-suitable quality
of the tube processing at
fischer Austria.

The VIP (Vacuum-Insulated Pipe) project
began in 2011 and is now entering the pilot
phase after completing the scoping phase. The
goal of this development stage is the technical
measurement of the savings potentials and
their economic assessment.

3D illustration of the pilot plant for
measuring pipe insulation.

The application areas would be wide-ranging – from power plant engineering to the food and
paper industries.
Cur rently

A wide range of
applications

The first prototypes along with the measurement setup were chiefly developed and constructed by the project coordinator of fischer
Edelstahlrohre Austria, Adnan Vedinlic, in collaboration with the University of Mittweida. In
the pilot plant that has now been built, insulation models are being tested and compared
with regard to their heat transmittance. It is
expected that the VIP model will save enough
energy primarily at high and very low media
temperatures to amortize significantly the
higher investement costs.

Successful university
cooperation

Project VIP should drastically reduce energy costs

obile high performance manifold
onel came into being
The efficient handling of energy resources
is becoming an increasingly critical success factor in industrialized countries.
fischer Edelstahlrohre Austria is working
on a solution for minimizing heat losses
for superheated steampipes or cryogenic
applications. In addition to saving energy,
the vacuum-insulated pipe systems can be
built and cleaned more simply.

Vacuum-insulated pipes
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Chairman of VDI
Technical Committee
“bending technology”

Founder and spokesperson for
“expert workshop bending”

Chairman of TIME GmbH

Chair for forming technology

Appointed professor at the University
of Siegen

Doctorate in Hydroforming at University
of Darmstadt
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The largest or smallest elongation is therefore the following:

Thereby, the relation is to the neutral line ( ·R). At the distance y (positive
to the outside) the corresponding elongation or compression is derived
from geometry.

at providing the reader with guidelines for laying out a
tion to the necessary calculations of the bending forcrs information is given on the use of the individual axis
for the optimization of the bending process. Thereby, a
be carried out for untypical materials. In the last part,
formance and design of tool elements (wiper die, manclamping tools).

be bending” in four parts

Study of Mechanical Engineering at
the Technical University of Darmstadt

High school graduation at
Winfriedschule, Fulda

Born in 1962

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Bernd Engel
Chair for Forming Technology
at the University of Siegen
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Grid analysis, transverse strain, strain path
The so-called strain analysis has proven useful for the description and
direct measurement of strain during forming. Hereby, a grid is electrolytically applied to the semi-finished product. The spacing of the grid points
are defined and are changed after forming according to the elongation that
has taken place. After forming, the grid points can be read with a camera

In the picture are two bends with similar bending factor and very different wall thickness factors. Basically, the bending task is more difficult
in the bottom right. This empirical graph only gives a recommendation for
choosing the type of mandrel. In principle, a wiper die is recommended if
a mandrel is required. The chart does not consider cracking or changes in
wall thickness.

Figure 2: Bending diagram with a recommendation for which mandrel to use
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With these two factors the bending task can be depicted in the bending
diagram. The bending diagram describes the bending task by showing the
bending factor and the wall thickness factor (see Figure 2).

Another dimensionless parameter describes the thickness of the walls,
represented by the wall thickness factor:

Therefore, it only depends on the bending ratio.
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tube bending

For all bends which have the same bending factor, the stresses of the
semi-finished product are the same. This means, for example, that halving
the bending radius R and the external diameter of the tube results in identical conditions. This can be clearly seen through the elongation, which
can be calculated as follows:
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Figure 3: Illustration of the forming limit diagram
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Via the estimated elongation during tube
in this part, a statement can now be made o
The traverse elongation is not taken into acco
estimating the elongation there are no differe
ly, the elongation progression is also measur
elongation increases over the bending angle a
approximately half the angle before it decreas
arc. The estimation provides the maximum va
In the diagram, the expected elongation
marked on the yellow path. When actually m
lateral elongations are on the red path. It ca
predicts slightly higher values.
A curve can be defined for each materia
will fail, as in Figure 3.

Thus, the elongations that were measur
depicted in a deformation diagram as long
as lateral elongation (ϕ2) (Figure 3).

Main elongation ϕ1
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The catering by the Seebach ski club and
music association was hearty. Full use was
made of the wide range of offerings – especially
for the children. And company founder Hans
Fischer had a special surprise in store
for the youngest generation. The
new genera-

family celebration of 2013

your parents are making

ern

‹‹

The family day provided all kinds of fun
and happy faces. One could hardly better sum
up the fischer group’s familial and human
character.

tion received as a gift specially designed fischer
T-shirts with the slogan “You are our future.”
“This is only a small indication to remember
how important it is to show children our indispensable appreciation of them,” said Hans
Fischer.

The
Carinthia
Chamber of Commerce again this year awarded its coveted
trophy for outstanding export performance
as part of its export gala. fischer Edelstahlrohre Austria could prevail this time in the

Export prize 2013 for
worldwide tubes that
surpass the standards

Outstanding
Performance
from Austria

fischer Austria

On September 12th, fischer Canada celebrated its 25th company anniversary at its
plant in Waterloo, Ontario. Invited in equal
numbers were local dignitaries, suppliers,
customers, and employees. More than 380
guests from around the world accepted the
invitation. On hand were company founder

Assessed were both the percentage of exports,
which amounts to over 96% at fischer Austria, as
well as the distribution of markets within and outside of Europe. Markets in Asia and North America could be opened up through customer-oriented
adaptation of product parameters, combined with

Guests were greeted with a glass
of champagne around 3 pm. This
was followed by a guided tour of
the company, hors d’oeuvres, and
a social get-together. Beginning at
7 pm, there were several speeches by the mayor
of Waterloo and the vice-mayor of Kitchener,
among others. Hans-Peter Fischer congratulated the Canadian team on its 25-year history
of success and presented Uta Prell, Tom Prell
as well as Kim Lizun certificates for 25 years of
service.

Hans Fischer with both of his
sons and their families, and the
subsidiary Managing Directors
of the fischer group companies
from Germany, South Africa,
China, Austria, and the USA.

With more than 380 guests from around the world
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EVA GmbH – a reliable partner
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We thank all the teams for their participation, the sponsors for their support, visitors
for contributing to the festive mood, guests of our customers, and the couple Hans und
Brunhilde Fischer for their congenial attendance.
Special thanks go to the many helpers and the maintenance team – Markus Köstinger,
Markus Vallant, Benedikt Zwitkovitz, Manfred Lesiak, Bruno Fischer, Bernhard Brand

‹‹

In addition to the race, the costume awards
have developed into a special highlight. The
costumes this year could hardly be surpassed
for their inventiveness. A fantastic atmosphere
prevailed to the evening awards ceremony
and the closing fireworks and made the 2013
dragon boat race a top-class event.

Abfallentsorgung companies, were a few strokes
faster and secured the 2013 challenge cup.

Hans and Brunhilde Fischer (middle of the picture)
display their enthusiasm.

Thank you for your hard-stroking support

16 teams from the fischer group and affiliated
companies competed last year and brought the
waters of Lake Pirkdorf to a boil. In brilliant
sunshine, the amusement park, Segway course,
and other attractions could be used at no cost.
Those up for it took the slow train on the grounds
or visited the team camp, which was more than
200 meters long with 25 tents. For the first time
as a guest this year was the owner of the fischer
group, Hans Fischer with his wife Brunhilde.
Their attendance motivated the fischer teams
in particular: “Black Forest Marie” from fischer Germany in Achern, the 2012 title defender,
the team “Formers 007 – License for Forming”
from fischer Hydroforming in Chemnitz as newcomers, and the host team, “Ylvi and the Strong
Men” from fischer Austria. However, the “SOBs,” a
joint team of the Kruschitz Recycling and Goyer

2013 – Premiere on
Lake Pirkdorf

on boat race breaks all records

r stroke

The Austrian Rescue Dog Brigade (ÖRHB) has
to be available around the clock all year to rescue people in case of emergency. Regular training under challenging conditions is necessary
so that everything works at the crucial time.
The rescue brigade found these conditions also
at fischer Edelstahlrohre Austria. The rescuers
could carry out a demanding ground exercise
on the premises and in the warehouse area of
the production floor. Important assignments
were able to be practiced realistically and improved with the unique opportunities of a flight

Flying like in a helicopter
Since flying in a helicopter – both in the cockpit
as well as outside hanging on the cable winch
– is part of the training, the dedicated dog
handlers/dog teams became familiar with this
discipline by means of flight simulation on the
indoor crane. Beginners and experienced teams
were at this realistic training, during which the
buckling up and strapping in of handlers and

training center) on the 7 ton double overhead
crane of the finished product warehouse.

The Austrian Rescue Dog Brigade (ÖRHB) guests in Griffen

Rescue dogs on the crane

fischer Austria

A choice of three tours of
between 40 and 85 km
plus 100 and 1,900 ME
was available on
Saturday. So there
was something
for every biker.
The “challenging
recuperation” over

This year the fischer mountain bike weekend
took to the trails during splendid weather
with international participation. 4 women
and 44 men tackled the total of around 3,700
meters elevation difference (ME) – among
them, five employees from fischer Austria, including the Austrian Managing Director, Heinz
Paar. They covered an additional round trip of
around 1,600 km aside from the tours
on bike.

Summertime mountain biking with a private stopover

2013 Mountain bike tour
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Team Talk
fischer Germany

Federal Finance Minister in Achern
50th anniversary of the CDU Economic Council
with Dr. Wolfgang Schäuble

Training and
advanced vocational
qualifications 2013
fischer Maschinentechnik
Florian Lorenz, Technician, May 2013
Bastian Huber, Industrial Master
Craftsman in Metal, June 2013
Bernd Waltersbacher, Industrial
Mechanic, June 2013
fischer Edelstahlrohre
Dirk Klüter, Industrial Mechanic,
March 2013
Thomas Waltersbacher, Industrial
Master Craftsman in Metal, June 2013
Corinna Kern, Industrial Clerk, July 2013
Daniel Wonsik, International Welding
Specialist, July 2013

From left to right: Konrad Walter, Section Spokesman Baden-Baden/Rastatt; Markus Arendt, Section Spokesman Ortenau;
Dr. Wolfgang Schäuble, German Finance Minister, Hans-Peter Fischer, Managing Director of the fischer group

On June 28, 2013, the fischer group welcomed a prominent visitor. At the invitation
of the sections Ortenau, Baden-Baden/Rastatt and Karlsruhe/Bruchsal in the national
association of the CDU Economic Council,
the German Finance Minister travelled to
Achern. In front of 100 invited guests and
many interested employees of the fischer
group, he gave a speech for the “Financial
and Fiscal Policy Expert Discussion North
Baden” in the modern ambiance of the new
multifunctional fischer-canteen.
Thereby, and in the subsequent discussion,
the participants were able to learn at first-hand

which financial and fiscal policy challenges
await the medium-sized enterprises in Germany.
The broad range of topics covered debates
about public finances, possible tax increases,
the design of the European fiscal policy and
rules of the international financial markets.
“We are very pleased that Dr. Wolfgang
Schäuble and the Economic Council of the
CDU were our guests,” said fischer’s Managing
Director, Hans-Peter Fischer. “We were able to
show that we are not only good hosts and able
to give our fellow entrepreneurs a few insights
into our company. But it was also an expression
of our economic policy commitment in favor

fischer Rohrtechnik
Thomas Doll, Industrial Master
Craftsman in Metal, July 2013
Georg Frank, Industrial Master
Craftsman in Metal, July 2013
Daniel Huber, Industrial Master
Craftsman in Metal, November 2013
F.E.R. fischer Edelstahlrohre
Irene Sester, Certified Human Resources
Specialist, January 2013

We would like to congratulate
the graduates!

of the small and medium-sized enterprises in
general.”
Dr. Schäuble was impressed by the constructive speeches and the all-round successful
event.

‹‹

Stay informed under:

www.fischer-group.com

